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India has one of the largest public service delivery
system

5,00,000 centers of public health and
nutrition support

Employment security for 5 crore households
every year under MGNREGA

I ,, Lakhschoors

6. ?"!j:t"" 
houses to be constructed under PM Awaas
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However, on-time and effective delivery of services
stilla big challenge

50% of Government school students in class V
have class Il or lower competencies

.L 
il Lakh children die every year before the age of5

I$ . 40% labour force participation rate

E
ffi ,.t Crore housing shortage

Wide variation in On-time delivery of Services

Priority Program lmplementation
(sHc)

Replication of lnnovative Local
Programs

I G30 % coverage
31-70o; cove69e

I 71-1009; coverage

20 localized Programs
awarded by PM in last 2

years

--- 
- -_------\

,,' 14 Prcgrarns taken up \
by States for

\ replication -,/----
--,--------\

7z 55 progress reports \
evaluated (l 8

\.--_ states) _-/
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Why are some districts/states achieving better
results than others?

i! ! "".orehensive 
Plannins

pAPeoPle Mobilization

EE Useoftechnotosy

q 
! Robust Monitoring and Accountability

,lt ! t'"oinabilitY measures

Successful examples of 'replication' of citizen
services in two states

Achieving excellence in public service delivery

Sakala in Karnataka (original champion)

Aaple Sarkar in Maharashtra (replication success story)
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Aaple Sarkar Video

Maharashtra Success Story
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Aaple Sarkar framework - unified citizen centric platform
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>80% on-time delivery of citizen services in first 3
months of 'Aaple Sarkar' portal in Maharashtra

Context
and challenges

Approach and
lnterventions

Context One stop solution , 156 services of22. Nlaharashtra Right to . Online platform for departments and 50+
Public Services Act citizens to apply urban loc€l bodies
was passed in 2015 online, to seek are available to apply

information about online. 319 services brought services and
under the act to procedures, delivery . >gO% on{ime
ensure timely delivery dashboard, tracking of delivery of services

application
Challenges
. All offline processes Accountability

. Penalty to designated
. Non lntelligenl officer for non

reporting, dashboards justified delay in
about delivery of delivery of service
citizen services
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Right to Services Online
Guarantee

Portal - Your Service, Our

$frffi;:.{IffiR

Online Portal Statistics Overall Statistics

RTS Statistiqs - All
Medium (CSC, SETU,

Online portal)
20000@

10000@

0-
Applicahon Applr€ions Pending
R@ived DEposed

Appli@lion Re@ived

Applietions OEposed

rPendlnq

Maharashtra has incorporated the SAKALA critical
excellence factors and also introduced innovations

Local adaptation of Critical Excellence Factors Challenges in replication

' Change management
. Legacy system did not have tools for

centralized monitoring of SLA
Compliance

lnnovations to addrcss the challenges

. Business process review to simplify
proc€sses & align with lT

. Change management strategy put in
place through training at district levels
with support from YASHADA (State
administrative training institute)

. Ad campaign and training programs

. System based SLA calculation

. Dashboard and [IlS reviewed at all

@
@
@

. Process - Unique application
lD for tracking

.Technology - Consolidation of
existing portals to one portal

.[ilonitoring - Daily status
reports to nodaldept.

.Display of citizen charter in
prominent places

'Leveraging social media

.Extensive training program of
state omcials

. Low cost ofexecution
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Session 1: On-time Delivery Service

lntroduction

The topic of the Panel Discussion - "on time delivery of services", is not just an objective but a

big challenge for all governments - for lndia and many nations around the world'

,,Sakala,,,- online on time delivery of services, is the initiative of the Karnataka Government,

which got the Prime Minister's Award for Excellence in Public Administration in 201'5' lt was felt

that the replication of this initiative is equally important so that excellence in one state brings its

benefits to the common man across the country.

Attendees

Delegates from the Government of lndia, Department of Personnet & Training, Department of

Administrative Reforms & Public Grievances, Department of Pensions & Pensioners' Welfare

andacross.sectionofparticipantsattendingtheCivilservicesDayfunction.

States

Kerala,Maharashtra,Ra.iasthan,Haryana,DamanDiu,DadraNagarHaveli'J&K'Mizoram'and
Sikkim

The panel discussion included the Panel Chair- Dr. .litendra singh, Hon'ble Minister of state

(lndependent Charge) for Development of North Eastern Region, Minister of state (lndependent

charge) for Youth Affairs and sports, Mos ln the PMo, Mos for Personnel, Public Grievances,

pensions; Atomic Energy and space; the Co-Chair- shri Sira.i Hussain, Retired secretary, Ministry

of Agriculture; Shri Devendra chaudhary, secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms &

public Grievances and Department of Pensions and Pensioners' Welfare, shri vijay Kumar

Gautam, principal secretary lT, Govt. of Maharashtra; Mr. Adrian Brown, an expert in

Administrative Reforms, Centre for Public lmpact, a not-for-profit organisation of the Boston

Consulting Group (BCG); and Mr Arindam Bhattacharya, Sr' Partner (BCG)'

Objectives

. To understand and tearn about best practices implemented in different states

o To understand the approach that can been adopted for successful replication

. To understand how the lessons can be taken forward to the other states and districts

Outline of the Session

a

a

a

Context Presentation

Presentation on the Maharashtra inltiative

Questions & Answers



. Closing Remarks

Context Presentation- Mr. Arindam Bhattacharya,

Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group

. lndia has one of the largest public service delivery systems anywhere in the world. lt

basically revolves around four areas- employment, education, housing and public health.

It is a hugely complex and large scale delivery of public services that the Government of

lndia and the states undertake.

. The challenge is, of course, that the outcome from all these services is still not where

lndia wants it to be. There is still a long way to 8o and that is the reason for on time and

effective delivery to become extremely important.

. The Priority Programmes, which have been announced by the Government have been

progressing as well as the replication of the awarded programs of the last two years has

been happening on the ground.

. ln the case of Soil Health Card, one of the Priority Programmes, the variability of

delivery, i.e. on time delivery varies across different states. There are states which are at

nearly 100 percent and there are states which are in single digits, as far as coverage is

concerned.

. ln the case of the awarded programmes, which are local innovations that happen and

were awarded by the Prime Minister over the last two years, 14 of them were picked up

for replication by the states. While some states picked up a couple of initiatives, other

states picked up many more.

r 55 of the Priority Programmes and the Replication Projects were reviewed. Out of this,

the team felt that about 10 of them had actually been implemented to the level of

effectiveness. So, the key question that arises - why don't and why are these services or

programs not moving forward at Sreater pace and impact?

. Five key themes stood out - that drove successful implementation of the services. First,

it is the ability of the project team which has been implementing it at the district level or

the state level that did a comprehensive planning of the program.

. Often, it is observed that projects are launched into implementation without really

thinking through all the road blocks and all the elements of the ecosystem that have to

be managed. Also, the deadlines and timelines are from the start, unrealistic.

. An important element of success particularly of these public service delivery programs is

mobilisation of people. Even after using all the different levers like online, offline, mass



movement, and social media for the public services, the governments cannot guarantee

the ownership until the people who benefit from them use of these services own them.

This is the reason the mobilisation of people ls so important.

There are instances of some very successful examples of how technology is used. How

the shift is made from offline to online and how technology is used for communication.

So, the key is, how can technology be used for fundamentally changing the processes for

implementation? lt is monitoring and driving accountability. What gets measured gets

done. One of the big success factors that has been seen and heard about is how can

systems to monitor progress be created and how can accountability of those who are

responsible for the implementation be driven?

. There have been a number of examples of projects, programs and initiatives that have

been really well done. But after couple of years, it can be observed that they have fallen

apart or slowed down or they have not been done properly. How do the metrics and

measures of sustainability be built? For those who are going to use them, and also for

those who are going to provide them, measurability is something that isn't thought

enough before being implemented.

. Sustainability is absolutely important if one wants to see a program that has been

lmplemented, continue working, say, even after a couple of years. There is a very

structured process that needs to be followed. lt's not very difficult. lt has been done

many times.

The introductory remarks were followed by a presentation from Maharashtra, which highlighted

the on-time delivery platform of Mahrashtra, "Aaple Sarkar."

Presentation on Maharashtra- Shri Vijay Kumar Gautam
Principal Secretary, lT

Govt. of Maharashtra

A one-minute video on the initiative was played followed by a presentation on "Aaple Sarkar" -

initiative of Maharashtra.
. "Aaple Sarkar" is an integrated web-based platform developed on a very old theme,

known as three golden pillars of e-Governance during late 90s and early 2000s, when the

e-governance drive was embarked upon.

. The three golden principles or the three components of e-Governance include: 40

percent business process review and re-engineering,45 percent change management

and, technology occupies about 15 percent. One percent may be the luck factor!

. As time progressed, adherence to these guidelines got lost with the overwhelming

muscle power of technology. So, putting the cart before the horse started and



everybody would tark of how robust and scarabre the technorogy shourd be, which is
actually in the moving time frame, available off shelf.

Though the politicar executives come in very smal numbers, a visionary poriticar reader
can drive a great vision and the word "Aapre sarkar" was coined by the Hon,bre Chief
Minister of Maharashtra, shri Devendra Fadnavis as a mark of dedication of his
government to the people.

The vision of Governance with Accountabirity, Transparency and rnnovation (GAT,) , was
brought into the in itiative.

Accountability was brought in through the Right to services Act 201s. Then, came the
five main components - e-rnformation, e-service, e-Grievance Redress, e-Colaboration
and e-consultation. on the 26th January, 2016, e-consurtation and e-co,aboration were
added as the fourth pilar and the fifth pi[ar respectivery, to faciritate ease of doing
business. These five elements constrtute the urtimate drive for a transparent,
accountable and innovative web-based platform for e_governance.
The Right to services Act was raunched on 15th August 2015. Nearry 47 activities were
made online through a we -engineered business process revamp on 2nd october 20'5.
The business process reengineering incruded picking up a rot of ideas from ,,sakara,,, 

the
Karnataka experiment that herped reduce the steps of any process in the government.

Gradually, 323 services were made onrine. out of these, 156 activities or services of 22
departments and 50 prus urban rocar bodies are onrine with a three-step process on
integrated enterprise architecture pratform with pan-state metadata modeling. so, the
whole silo functioning of the various departments has grven way to an integrated
platform From the figures from 2nd october, 2o15 tiI the present day, about 14 lakh
applications were received. This is the popurarity of this moder. Nearry go- g6% services
are being provided on time.

with the experiment of rast six months, nearry g6 per cent servaces are being derivered
on time The popurarity is so much that despite a provision of penarty on the competent
authority up to an amount of Rs. 5,000/- for fairure, citizens have sti[ not used the
option. This is because of the confidence rever of the system, which is working
transparentry. rn many cases, gg percent expressed satisfaction in the feedback as the
government focuses on monitoring the satisfaction and seeking suggestions.

with an idea to bridge the rast mire gap, 35,ooo digitar assistant centres were created.
Each of the 28,OOO gram panchayats today has a ,,Sangram 

Kendra,,. These Kendras have
been bridging the rast mire gap in the service derivery as many peopre are stil not very
familiar with the services being provided because they are not tech-sawy.



Based on the "Sakala" experiment of Karnataka where Unique Application lD is being

generated, Maharashra too adopted it. lt has been integrated with the Jan Dhan Yojana

account numbers. The Aadhar numbers, ration cards, the National Rural Employment

Guarantee Act (NREGA) lDs are being integrated so that there is now one-stop

innovation in the form that the application being created actually through an lD.

Maharashtra has so far achieved about 88 percent success in Aadhar wlth 99 percent

above the age group of 18 years, 93% tele-density and mobile penetration in the state.

One can see that a number of features have been introduced in mobile governance and

mobile apps are being used right up to the Taluka level.

r To ensure sustainability, a dash board has been created at the backend. All the activities

notified by the Department under Right to Services Act are part of the Key Result Areas

(KRAs) which has been committed by the Secretary of the Department with the Chief

Secretary and the Hon'ble Chief Minister. These KRAs have been converted into Key

Performance lndices (KPls) at the taluka level and at the field level. The Chief Secretary

and the Hon'ble Chief Minister get real time performance on all of the areas through the

departmental dashboards. The Hon'ble Chief Minister takes a note of the critical

pendencies and takes them for his monthly Lokshahi Day. So, rather than having a heavy

Lokshahi day where people come for redress of vague grievances, this model facilitates

the critical grievances moving up from the KRAS to the respective Departments, further
to the Hon'ble Chief Minister level. The people concerned are called through video

conferencing at the district level and the Hon'ble Chief Minister tries to understand the

reasons why the cases are not getting completed within the response time. This has built

a lot of confidence in the system in the people.

. Maharashtra has a very strong Panchayati Raj lnstitution. The last mile digital assistance

centres have been created in all the 2'7,913 $am panchayats. The Panchayat Raj

Institutions have been getting people into the fold and mobilisation of the people has

been the key plan of the whole program.

The session concluded with the presentation of mementos by Ms. Usha Sharma, Additional

Secretary, Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances to the panellists.
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